Reducing Navigators in Free-Breathing Abdominal MRI via Temporal Interpolation Using Convolutional Neural Networks.
Navigated 2-D multi-slice dynamic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) acquisitions are essential for MR guided therapies. This technique yields time-resolved volumetric images during free-breathing, which are ideal for visualizing and quantifying breathing induced motion. To achieve this, navigated dynamic imaging requires acquiring multiple navigator slices. Reducing the number of navigator slices would allow for acquiring more data slices in the same time, and hence, increasing through-plane resolution or alternatively the overall acquisition time can be reduced while keeping resolution unchanged. To this end, we propose temporal interpolation of navigator slices using convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Our goal is to acquire fewer navigators and replace the missing ones with interpolation. We evaluate the proposed method on abdominal navigated dynamic MRI sequences acquired from 14 subjects. Investigations with several CNN architectures and training loss functions show favorable results for cost and a simple feed-forward network with no skip connections. When compared with interpolation by non-linear registration, the proposed method achieves higher interpolation accuracy on average as quantified in terms of root mean square error and residual motion. Analysis of the differences shows that the better performance is due to more accurate interpolation at peak exhalation and inhalation positions. Furthermore, the CNN-based approach requires substantially lower execution times than that of the registration-based method. At last, experiments on dynamic volume reconstruction reveal minimal differences between reconstructions with acquired and interpolated navigator slices.